The Mystery Of The Modern 78rpm 20-673 Release Of
Gold Star 640 – ‘Tim Moore’s Farm’

By Chris Strachwitz

Bill Quinn, circa 1960. Courtesy Chris Strachwitz and (c) Arhoolie
Foundation.

In the meantime, Frank Scott found and sent me copies of the
attached cuttings from Billboard. Keep in mind that at that time juke
box operators were the prime distributors for Race records. I believe
that this, the first mention of ‘Tim Moore’s Farm’ and as number
thirteen and without a catalogue number, was probably a paid
‘commercial’ to test potential interest in this item.
Bill Quinn had told me that he would usually send out samples of
new releases to his prime juke box operators to check if they might
want it for their juke boxes in black neighbourhoods. When Bill issued
Gold Star 671, ‘Jazz Blues’, for example, he heard right back from
one who told him that the record had a bad hum and that he could not
use it! So no further copies were pressed – causing the item to be one
of the very rare ones! Judging by the second mention in Billboard I
feel that it was rejected by Modern for unknown reasons, but we might
ask ourselves, why was the title suddenly changed to Tom Moore and
So I called Frank Scott, who helped me put my search out to the
potential operators were referred back to Gold Star as the source of
Facebook site, ‘Real Blues Forum’. Only one positive reply came
this disc? Possible liabilities?
back: from Barrett Hansen, better known as Dr. Demento! In order to
One further mystery about the matrix number of this and all further
get Barry’s phone number, Frank suggested I call Mary Katherine
pressings of the Gold Star release and the Modern disc is this: The
Aldin, who gave me his number!
first pressing on the yellow and red label with the phrase ‘King Of The
I had known Barry as a record collector and Arhoolie fan since the
Hillbillies’ has the word QUINN as well as the release # 640-A
early 1960s and he told me, yes he found that Modern 78 at a
engraved into the out grooves of the disc. But all subsequent releases
Salvation Army store (or similar) around 1960 or 1961 where he saw
on the other two coloured Gold Star labels, as well as the Modern
disc, have the following in the out grooves, (WQ)!
a pile of Modern 78s in fine shape (Probably contributed by a local
All these pressings also seem to have some noticeable surface
juke box man?). Barry looked through them – but found only one by
noise, except for the final Gold Star pressing made by Research Craft
Lightning Hopkins which he bought and it was this one! He bought it
(the name is engraved in the run-out grooves), which sounds to my
while attending Reed College in Portland!
ears very clean and is pressed on newly invented vinyl! Here again,
Bill mentioned to me that in his early days he had a hard
time getting shellac for his pressings and he would hold
‘biscuit days’ when people would stop by and bring him a
stack of old assorted 78s which he would grind up and
use for new (but often noisy discs), and then give them
one of his latest ‘hits’ in exchange!
We can only guess how this new stamper was created.
Many small labels at that time processed the original
From Billboard, 1949. Above: 26th December. Below:2nd December. Both Courtesy Frank Scott.
acetate recording by the so called two step method
whereby the first master off the original acetate was also
used as a metal stamper for pressing. Once that stamper
was worn out or damaged it meant the end of making
more copies of that record! Unless the original acetate
had been copied!
Most bigger labels used the three step method:
Original acetate recording goes into the tank and out
comes the metal Master which is then put into the tank
for a metal Mother from which you can produce many
Stampers!
After I spoke with Barry Hansen he kindly agreed to sell
and send me this Modern 78. The label image of this 78
seen on the amazing discographic web site produced by
Stefan Wirz in Germany came to him many years ago
from a German record collector! As I was putting all my
78s of this song back in my files, I actually discovered
that I had an E+ copy of this Modern disc all along – but
I had it filed differently!

T

his truly remarkable and very emotional
recording made by Sam ‘Lightnin’’ Hopkins,
circa September 1948 for Bill Quinn’s Gold
Star label, was licensed for wider distribution by
Bill Quinn to the Bihari Brothers for release on
their Modern label. The Biharis had already
issued quite a number of previous Gold Star
recordings by Lightning Hopkins on Modern.
After asking a few collectors if they had this disc
or even seen it, their answer was always, no!
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